New

- **NEW** - We updated the Standards Connect logo and color scheme, for ease of viewing.
- **NEW** - We added literal phrase search capabilities on Keyword search to help you return more specific search results. Place the search phrase between double quotation marks " " to find documents that contain that literal phrase. Example: search on “squirrel cage” and the results will all contain that exact phrase.
- **NEW** - We added PDF Previews of standards on the search results and record details page so you can quickly review what contents are contained in the standard.
- **NEW** - We added Adoption of category to the Records Detail Description page that is accessible when clicking on the Standards Document Number from the search results page. When applicable, Adoption of displays the document adopted and the adoption type (Identical or Modified) for the standard listed. Example: search on DS/EN ISO 9001:2015 and see “Adoption of:” on Record Details page.
- **NEW** - We added ISO Drafts to the catalog. This additional content can be located through a search and by selecting the Draft status filter on the search results screen. ISO drafts include DIS and FDIS versions.
- **NEW** - We added a Footer so you can easily navigate to additional sources of information. The footer includes:
  - **Home** - We added this link so you can easily return to the Home page of Standards Connect.
  - **Standards Subscriptions** - We added this link for you to easily access our Standards Subscription marketing page to find more information on our solutions.
  - **Resources** - We created a new page to provide you with helpful resources on draft, upcoming standards projects and standards incorporated by reference.
  - **Contacts** - We added this link so you can access important contact information quickly.
  - **Help** - We added this link so you can find helpful information on how to better utilize Standards Connect.
FAQS - We created a new page, FAQs, that provides you answers to frequently asked questions relating to products, general standards overview, ANSI overview, standards development and ANSI membership.

Privacy - The American National Standards Institute ("ANSI") respects your privacy. You can see how we are committed to protecting it through our compliance with this privacy policy.

Terms of Use - Our Terms of Use Agreement (the "Agreement") states the terms and conditions under which you may use the listed ANSI-administered web sites.

- New - Resources page was created for you to provide easy access to other important sources of standards and regulatory information and can be accessed via the Resources link in the top navigation bar. This page provides you information on drafts, upcoming standards projects, regulations and standards incorporated by reference.

- New - My Reports a new feature added that allows you the option to see your usage of Standards Connect. Select from different reports such as downloads for any date range and search term history. Downloads for a given day are available via report as of 12 AM the following day. Search history report goes back 1 month.

**Improved**

- **IMPROVED** - Prefix intelligence on Doc Number search has been improved so you do not have to remember exact document numbers. Example: search on ISO 27001 and the results will return ISO/IEC 27001:2013

- **IMPROVED** - Draft has been added as an additional Document Status filter option for you to further refine your search results.

- **IMPROVED** - On the Records Detail Revisions tab, the complete revision history of the standard is listed to help you navigate easier between different document revisions.

- **IMPROVED** - Updated the Standards Connect Quick Start Guide to help you minimize your learning curve and get you started using Standards Connect.

**Fixed**

- **FIXED** - Corrected the misspelling on the mouse over on the My Alerts management page.

- **FIXED** - Corrected the column header on the My Alerts management page table to better define the column for users.